PROJECT CONSTRUCTION ALERT #14
Gilmer-Chemistry Renovation Project

Chemistry Plaza Concrete Pour
Plaza between Chemistry and Gilmer at McCormick Road

Please be advised that the southern sidewalk along McCormick Road will be closed, and a portion of the eastern drive lane on McCormick Road will be shifted, on Saturday August 31st from 6 am to 5 pm and Thursday September 5th from 5 am to 8 am.

The area adjacent to and north of plaza between Chemistry and Gilmer Hall will be the limits of work as depicted in the attached plan in orange. Work will require construction vehicle access that will block the pedestrian sidewalk on the south side of McCormick Road and a section of eastern drive lane on McCormick Road. Pedestrian pathways will be routed around this area utilizing signage and barricades to direct pedestrians to the existing marked crosswalks on McCormick Road to the sidewalk north of McCormick Road. Vehicles traveling eastbound along McCormick Road will be directed around construction vehicles with signage and traffic cones.

This work is subject to change as a result of inclement weather conditions. Future Construction Alerts will keep you updated with the progress of the work and any required changes in schedule.

Thank you for your cooperation. Please contact us with any questions or concerns.
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